Packing a rucksack for a day or weekend activity
This resource can help you with;
 Stage 1: I can pack my rucksack for camp
 Stage 3: I know how to care for all my personal gear.
 Stage 4: I can pack a rucksack properly for a lightweight camp.

How you pack, and what you put into
your rucksack is vitally important skill
to have in scouting. If you know what
to bring for various activities and how
it all should go into your bag, you’ll
have a much more enjoyable
weekend.
Before you start packing anything, it’s
always a good idea to write a list of
everything you will need. This way,
you won’t forget to bring anything,
you can keep an account of your
gear while you’re on camp and
you’ll have the list for future
reference. An example of a packing
list can be found in the Scouting
Trail. (page 57)
To start, lay out everything that
you’re going to need before you go.
This way, you can make sure that
you have everything, and check it
off as you go along. It also helps you
spot problems in your gear that you
might not have noticed otherwise.

A good indication of what you’ll need to bring is based on
the weather. In Ireland, it generally always rains! So
always be sure to have rain jacket, water proof pants, and
gaiters with you on every activity. The rest of your
clothing gear all depends on the weather. If you’re in the
winter time, you should have hat, gloves, cowl to combat
cold conditions. Fleeces, leggings, thermals are a good
thing to have in winter as they retain body heat. In
summer, have a whole range from shorts to pants as Irish summers are very
unpredictable!
As for equipment, you’re going to need to bring sleeping gear. Pick your tent
based on the needs of you/your group. If it’s a moving camp, bring a light
weight tent. If it’s a week long standing summer camp, bring icelandics. If you
want to stay dry while camping, be sure to have an insulation mat for under
you. It’ll keep out all the cold and the dampness and keep you warmer. And
most importantly, your sleeping bag!
Something else that’s important on a hike is, of course, food and water. Be
sure to have around a litre of water with you for a day hike. As for food, think
about bringing things that are high in energy content. Sandwiches, fruit, and
slow release foods such as trail mix, raisins and dried fruit. Basically, things that
you can snack at along the way. While we try to be healthy, it can also be good
to have a little treat to give you that sugar rush you may need at some point.
And of course, all the equipment that you’re going to need for your weekend
activity. This is all included in the sample check list in the scouting trail. You can
tailor it to your needs/the needs of your group.
Finally, remember Leave No Trace. So always have a bin bag/some sort of
receptacle on point to take all your rubbish with you out of the hills. They were
clean when we got there, let’s leave them like that for people who come after
us.
The most important thing about packing your rucksack is how you pack it. If
this is done correctly you will have no problem accessing any of your gear and
will always know where things are. A thing that helps a lot is to separate similar
things into separate dry bags/bags so they’re easier to find. Packing for a day

hike and a weekend activity is the same process, you’ll just have more gear for
a weekend.
Rucksacks are never water proof! Always fit a bin liner in
your bag before anything else goes in. Work on a basis of
‘First in, Last out’ so things you will need quickly and often
(rain gear) will be accessible, and things that you’ll need
less often (cooking equipment) can go near the bottom.

A really good idea, especially if you’re going on a moving
camp, is to distribute the weight in your bag so the heavier
items are near the middle of your back. This is much more
comfortable for while you’re hiking. Put your roll mat on
top as its very light, and put your stove and fuel near the
bottom as its heavy. Also, if the mets leaks, it won’t
damage the rest of your gear.

If your bag has top pockets, it’s handy to keep all your little
pieces of equipment in there. Things like torches, map
cases, bug spray, energy bars, bivi bags etc. They’re much
handier to get to here than to be searching for deep in your
bag.

For a week activity, your bag of spare clothes will be
sizeable. Get a dry bag or something with compression
straps -like an old sleeping bag bag- to minimise the
amount of room it takes up in your rucksack.

HELPFUL TIPS:
 Always keep your packing lists. For future use or to check when you’re
home to see if you’ve lost anything.
 Pack everything into separate bags/ compartments for easy access.
 Always check your gear before leaving to make sure it’s in good
condition.
 Make sure your rucksack is the right size for you and that it’s fitted to
your size before setting out.

